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July 20, 1969 - Apollo 11 Lands On the Moon
Photo: www.anglonautes.eu
Armstrong: “….That's one 
small step for a man, one giant 
leap for mankind. “
1978-82 Bachelor of Science in Architectural Studies
University of Illinois
Image: www.arch.illinois.edu
1983-84 Graduate Work toward MArch at 
Arizona State University
Continuing My 
Interests
Joined internet “bulletin boards”
Wrote NASA for information
1986 Space Academy
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL
1987-1988
Master of Architecture-
Space
University of Houston
Now under the College of Engineering as Master of 
Science in Space Architecture
1988-1990 Research 
Scientist and Adjunct 
Associate Professor
Taught Intro to Space and CAD classes
Design Crit
Produced SICSA Outreach
Applying for a Job with 
an Architecture Degree 
at NASA
“No degree in Aerospace Engineering?
Facilities is down the hall.”
1990 NASA ASEE Faculty 
Fellowship
Asked to Develop a “Taxonomy” to Define the US 
Space Exploration Initiative
1990-1993
The Early Days in
“The Swamp”
Lunar & Mars Exploration Program Office
Senior Engineer, Lockheed Martin
NASA Requirements Lead
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1993-1996
Adding Hardware to My 
Resume
International Space Station
Transition from Freedom to ISS
ISS Vehicle Integration Manager
Systems Engineering & Integration Manager
“The Bunker”
Negotiating a $6B 
Contract
Lead, Program Integration
Learning from the best
12-15 hour days x 7 
days/week
1996-2005
Division staff
Modeling and Simulation lead
Exploration Analysis Branch Deputy then Manager
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2005 – 2010
Constellation
Phone call from the 
Administrator
Chief of Staff, Technical
2011-Present
Assistant Chief, Human Systems Engineering and 
Development Division
2011-Present
Assistant Chief, Human Systems Engineering and 
Development Division
Commercial Crew Program
First Steps in 
Defining a Program 
or Project
Establish Goals, Objectives & Constraints
